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Your monthly dose of
news you can use:

You're Invited! // BD Virtual Event //
"Reports and analytics: from information to
insights"
On June 16 at 10:00 AM PT, BD will host a virtual
event focused on pharmacy analytics. You won't
want to miss out on this chance to learn how
pharmacy programs can address C-Suite needs and
the importance of moving from data collection and
metrics reporting to analytics. Register now to
attend and hear insights from Visante, CEO Advisory
Network, and Truman Medical Centers executives.

ATOPP Summit Registration Now Open
Re-connect with the nation’s leaders in oncology
pharmacy during the Advanced Topics for Oncology
Pharmacy Professionals (ATOPP) Summit, June 24-
26, 2021, at the Phoenician Scottsdale in Phoenix.
Attendees have the option to participate in-person
or virtually to learn how to successfully manage the
clinical, fiscal and operational impact of today’s
cancer therapies. Learn more and register at
www.atoppsummit.com, and connect with ATOPP
Summit on LinkedIn and Twitter (@ATOPPSummit)
using the hashtag #ATOPPSummit to follow updates
important to oncology pharmacy.

Integrating Health System Pharmacy
Leadership Into Curriculum 
Despite efforts to the contrary, a leadership gap
continues within health system pharmacy. Visante's
SVP Steve Rough, MS, RPh, FASHP, along with Eric D
Friestrom, PharmD, and David R Hager, PharmD,
BCPS, recently published "integrating health-system
pharmacy leadership into the school of pharmacy
curriculum: A professional imperative," in the
American Journal of Health-System Pharmacy.

Here's How and Why Specialty Pharmacy
Continues to Grow
Joe Cesarz, MS, PharmD, VP Visante, and Scott
Canfield, PharmD, discuss how and why, in the last
5 years, the growth in the number and maturity of
health-system specialty pharmacies (HSSPs) has
sparked positive disruption throughout the highly
competitive specialty pharmacy marketplace. Read it
here in the American Journal of Health-System
Pharmacy. Joe is Visante's leading expert in
specialty pharmacy. 

Solving Cleaning Room Conundrums
Our compounding expert, Fred Massoomi (PharmD,
RPh, BCSCP, FASHP), provides expert tips
concerning cleaning PECs to USP standards in this
recent edition of Pharmacy Purchasing & Products.
Read the article here where you will also find a link
to the presentation. 
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IN THE NEWS

Important News Re: 340B
Program
Earlier this week, HRSA weighed in
on a significant issue that
has plagued the 340B industry over
the past several months by sending
letters to six manufacturers
expressing that not offering 340B
pricing on products directly violates
the 340B Program statute (read
more here). HRSA made references
to the 340B Program Ceiling Price
and Civil Monetary Penalty final rule
in their communication to the
manufacturers. As a result, covered
entities should be prepared to work
with the manufacturers,
wholesalers, and 340B software
systems to discuss incorporating
these items back into their 340B
programs. Additionally, auditable
records of any instance where the
lack of 340B price prevented a
discount from occurring should be
collected in the event a historical
settlement is available. Contact us
to learn how we can support you in
this effort.

Introducing Seth DePasquale
We're excited to introduce Seth
DePasquale as the newest member
of the Visante Consulting Drug
Compounding Practice Group. Seth
is an outspoken, visionary advocate
for increasing compliance and
quality for pharmaceutical
compounding. Welcome to Visante,
Seth!

ICYMI: UCSF Turns Pharmacy
Into a Strategic Asset
Check out this presentation by
UCSF COO Sheila Antrum, UCSF
CPE Desi Kotis, and Visante CEO
Jim Jorgenson at Becker's CEO +
CFO Forum on how to build a high-
performance pharmacy enterprise.
Contact us to learn more about how
we can support your organization
to achieve extraordinary results.
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